
                        
Gentlemen’s Hardware

Bike buddy
You can leave it to British brand Gentlemen’s 
Hardware to come up with the best gadgets in a 
stylish, vintage-look disguise. Just check out this 
bicycle tool kit. The slim wooden toolbox consists 
of everything you need to adjust, tune and repair 
your pedalling pride and joy. And it doesn’t just 
look cool, it’s extremely durable and easy to take 
with you. The kit includes a socket tri-tool, ball end 
hex key set, a combination crosshead and flathead 
screwdriver, and more, all made from ultra durable 
stainless steel. €50; wildandwolf.com

Four Leaves

Clean sheets
Fresh sheets and towels are more than a small luxury 
in many parts of the globe. Having been adopted from 
a Sri Lankan orphanage, Amsterdam-based designer 
Shiran Gort wanted to give back to children in his 
country of birth through his Four Leaves brand. By 
buying a set of Four Leaves bed linen or towels, you 
donate a sleeping bag or clean towel to an orphanage 
in Sri Lanka. From €49.95; four-leaves.com

Tens

Filtered life
While many sunglasses make your view darker, Tens 
has come up with a way to protect your eyes and  
colour up your life at the same time. The lenses of Tens’ 
sunglasses come with a special filter that drench your 
world in rich, orange tones. Having been inspired by 
Wes Anderson’s movies, they make you feel like you’re 
happily walking around in a sunny postcard from the 
1970s. The warm colour palette is scientifically proven 
to put you in a better mood, as will the knowledge that 
the frames and lenses are both handcrafted from 
sustainable materials. €89; tens.co

Kooduu

Mood maker
It’s a lamp. It’s a speaker.  
It’s a cooler. Listening to  
your favourite music while 
enjoying ambient light and 
chilled drinks has never been 
easier. The Synergy Pro by 
Kooduu is made up of a series 
of Bluetooth speakers that 
feature warm LED lighting and 
a multifunctional, ingenious 
compartment that can be 
used as a cooler or a vase. 
From €115; us.kooduu.com
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162,500
A spacesuit made NASA’s 1960s Gemini space 

missions sold for $162,500 in January 2019Gadgets

“Artificial 
intelligence 
is not that 
big, scary 
thing in 
the future. 
It’s here
with us”   
 
Fei Fei Li (1976), 
American 
computer science 
professor

Hello World


